British Shooting Great Britain 10m, 25m & 50m Pistol & Rifle
Selection Policy 2019/20
This document outlines the procedure British Shooting will use to select the Great Britain
team to compete at major international events.

1.0

Introduction

The main objective of the selection procedure is to select the athletes who have the best
chance to win the best set of medals for Great Britain at major events. The policy describes
in detail the sole process and criteria by which athletes are selected to represent Great Britain
(GBR).
This document is the British Shooting policy for the process and criteria for selecting teams
and individuals to represent Great Britain at all international competitions in the ISSF 10m,
25m and 50m Rifle events, with the exception of the World University Championships and
multi-sport events, including the World University Games subject to agreement with BUCS
and the European Games, Youth Olympic Games and the Olympic Games, which are
subject to an existing policy agreed with the British Olympic Association (BOA).
For the 2020 season the list of Major Events includes:

• ISSF World Cups (New Delhi, IND; Munich, GER; Baku, AZE)
• European 10m Championships, Wroclaw (POL)
• Junior World Cup, Suhl (GER)
It supersedes all previous selection policy documents published by British Shooting, the
Great Britain Target Shooting Federation and the National Small-bore Rifle Association.
Separate selection policies cover the 300m ISSF Rifle events and for both the JPN Olympic
Test Event in April 2020 and the Olympic Games in Tokyo, JPN. Where total team size is
restricted under ISSF rules (ESC European and ISSF World Championships) then Olympic
events should take priority.

2.0

Selection of athletes

2.1 Criteria for consideration
Athletes will only be considered for selection if they have achieved the Minimum
Consideration Standard (MCS) (See section 2.2). To ensure consistency across events,
MCSs are based on the average scores needed to attain 15th place at Major competitions in
recent years, rounded to the nearest integer or one decimal place, as appropriate. These
can be seen in section 2.2 below, and will be published on the British Shooting website and
will be reviewed annually.
In order to have achieved the MCS standard:
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i)

A senior athlete’s top two selection match scores in the previous 12 months
must equal or exceed the MCS

ii)

A junior athlete must achieve one score equal to or above the MCS

2.2 Minimum Consideration Scores
The following minimum consideration score (MCS) will apply for GBR team selection. MCS
scores must be achieved at a British Shooting recognised international Major, Domestic or
International Grand Prix or selection event within the previous 12 months.
2.2.1

The Rifle event MCSs for 2020 are listed below:
Event

2.2.2

Senior

Junior

Men’s 50m 3x40

1174

1157

Men’s 50m Prone

623.1

617.3

Men’s 10m Air Rifle

626.7

622.3

Women’s 50m 3x40

1171

1156

Women’s 50m Prone

620.7

616.9

Women’s 10m Air Rifle

626.9

624.4

The Pistol event MCSs for 2020 are listed below:
Event

Senior

Junior

Men’s 10m Air Pistol

576

570

Men’s 50m Pistol

548

533

Men’s 25m Rapid Fire

578

564

Women’s 10m Air Pistol

573

564

Women’s 25m Pistol

582

569

Men’s Standard Pistol

563

555

Centre Fire Pistol / 25m Pistol JM

578

571

It should be noted that attendance (within the previous 12 months) at a minimum of
one UK based selection match is required for each of the 10m, 25m and 50m events
in which an athlete wishes to be considered for selection.
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2.3

Selection Criteria

Once an athlete has achieved the criteria for consideration, the GBR Selection Panel will
use the following criteria (in no particular order) as the basis for shooter selection.
1) Performance in Major Events during the previous 12 months, with particular emphasis
on athletes achieving either a medal or final placing.
2) Performance in Major Events during the previous 13 to 24 months, with particular
emphasis on athletes achieving a medal placing.
3) Performances in recognised domestic and international events during the previous 12
months, with particular emphasis on achieving either the MCS score and/or medal or
final placing particularly at international competitions.
4) Performance trajectory; an upward trend being most favourable.
5) Potential to win a medal at the forthcoming Major Events.
Following consideration of the selection criteria, the panel may also consider the following (in
no particular order and at the discretion of the selection panel):
A An athlete who has an average of their two best scores equal to or above the MCS
may considered for selection as having the equivalent of two MCS at the discretion of
the Panel.
B Athletes who have achieved MCS in one event may be considered for selection as an
ISSF MQS entry in other events at the discretion of the Selection Panel and subject
to compliance with relevant ISSF Rules for entries.
C

Where team (including APMIX & ARMIX) places remain unfilled, an athlete already
selected in one or more events may be selected to shoot in additional event(s) at the
same competition provided it makes sense to do so from a training and logistical
perspective and would not be detrimental to their performance in the event(s) for
which they were originally selected.

D The Selection Panel may consider athletes for selection who have not met the MCS
score criteria. These selections may be considered for developmental purposes and the
future potential of the athlete(s) based on the remaining applicable criteria (i.e. other than
achievement of the minimum MCS score). This decision shall entirely be within the
discretion of the Selection Panel.
E ISSF MQS places (where available) may be offered by the Selection Panel to athletes
who are considered to have genuine future potential and whom, in the eyes of the
Panel, are likely to benefit from increased international exposure with a view to
improving their performances on the international stage in the longer term. No other
selection criteria will apply and the decision will be entirely within the discretion of the
Selection Panel.
F For the ISSF Junior World Cup events, British Shooting may consider these as
development opportunities for the athletes and may consider athletes who have not
met the MCS score based on the remaining applicable criteria. This consideration will
not apply to the ESC European Championships and the ISSF World Championships
for Juniors. All decisions regarding development opportunities for the athletes shall
entirely be within the discretion of the Selection Panel.
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2.4

For international competitions where the organizers will accept entries from regional
shooting federations, British Shooting will normally defer to the selection decisions
of the respective Home Countries’ Federations. However, British Shooting reserves
the right to enter a Great Britain team at these competitions should it wish to do so.
Selection Panel

Selection of athletes for GBR Rifle and Pistol Teams will be decided by the GBR Rifle
and Pistol Selection Panel. The makeup of the panel is outlined below.
The Selection Panel comprises
Voting
Performance Director (currently Steven Seligmann)
Representative for Pistol & Rifle on the Performance Group (currently Phil Scanlan)
Rifle & Pistol Manager (Olympic) (currently John Leighton-Dyson)
Independent Representative (currently Ken Parr Snr)
Non-voting
Procedural advisor (tba)
Attendance will normally be in person but, where this is not reasonably possible, attendance
via telephone or other methods will be permitted.
The Procedural Advisor, who will normally be a qualified barrister or solicitor with appropriate
experience and expertise, will be responsible for ensuring that British Shooting’s selection
procedures are complied with. Any questions of procedure that the Selection Panel may have
about procedure will be referred to, and advised upon, by the Procedural Advisor. The
Procedural Advisor will be instructed by the Performance Director and will attend all meetings.
Where this is not possible by virtue of absence, then the Performance Director may co-opt a
replacement Procedural Advisor to the Panel.
The Performance Director may, exceptionally, co-opt one, or more, additional voting
members of the Selection Panel where this is necessary by virtue of the absence of one or
more of the Panel members, or, some other substantial reason. Any such co-opted voting
members will be required to have significant and demonstrable knowledge and experience
of the sport of Target Shooting.
2.5

Selection Panel Procedures

The British Shooting GBR discipline manager for Rifle & Pistol (currently John Leighton
Dyson) may input his professional opinion and advise on shooter performances and potential
to the Selection Panel. This information will be considered by the Selection Panel in
determining their decisions, which will be based on the selection criteria set out in this Policy.
The Selection Panel may consult other specialists including British Shooting sports science
and medicine practitioners and other consultants and coaches where this is believed likely to
assist with a selection decision. Where this happens, the Performance Director will determine
what reasonable requirements in relation to confidentiality and otherwise should be imposed.
Any such attendees may be asked to leave when other athletes are being discussed, or at
any other time, and will not be present when any voting takes place.
Voting members of the Selection Panel will be encouraged to exercise their votes, save
where the Procedural Advisor advises that one or more voting members should abstain by
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reason of a conflict of interest or other legal requirement (or where a member himself or
herself considers there to be such a conflict).
Where, exceptionally, a voting member of the Selection Panel is required to abstain, the
Procedural Advisor will consider and advise upon whether fairness requires that voting
member to abstain in respect of any other related selections.
The Performance Director will have the final decision in the event of any dispute and will have
the casting vote where the votes cast are not decisive.
The selection process is an exercise of judgment and is, in part, guided by, but not determined
by results in competitions. The selection decision is based on consideration of all the GBR
team selection criteria, which utilises both objective performance data and the opinion of the
expert Selection Panel.
Once selected, both athletes and staff will be required to sign up to the British Shooting GBR
Team Code of Conduct and any other rules and regulations which BS from time to time may
impose. The Code of Conduct must be signed and returned by the individual before selection
is confirmed.

3.0

Selection Competitions.

Major and Minor Competitions - For the purposes of selection of teams and individuals to
represent Great Britain, international competitions other than the European Games, Youth
Olympic Games and Olympic Games are divided into two categories: Major Competitions
comprise ISSF World Championships, ESC European Championships and ISSF World Cup
competitions. Minor Competitions comprise any MQS places at Major Competitions and all
other international competitions run under ISSF rules approved in advance by the Panel.
The competitions used for selection purposes are categorised below.
3.1

International Competitions.

Scores achieved at all ESC and ISSF international competitions will be considered as part of
the selection process. Major Competitions are automatically included, and further lists of
Minor Competitions for Pistol and Rifle accredited for this purpose will be published at least
annually on the British Shooting website. Scores achieved on indoor 50m and 25m ranges
may be included at the discretion of the Selection Panel. Other Minor Competitions may be
considered on advance request to and prior approval of the Selection Panel.
All scores shot at ‘major’ ESC and ISSF events including elimination rounds will be included
in the national rankings published on the BS www from time to time. Entry Level Scores (ELS)
shall apply to the published rankings and are shown in the rankings.

Scores achieved at the following international ‘Grand Prix’ type international
competitions will count for selection purposes subject to conditions following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LF Open
RIAC
Swedish Cup
RWS Cup
Meyton Cup
H&N Cup
Intershoot

Eskilstrup, DEN
Luxembourg, LUX
Sävsjö, SWE
Dortmund, GER
Innsbruck, AUT
Munich, GER
The Hague, NED
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December 2019
December 2019
January 2020
January 2020
January 2020
January 2020
February 2020

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DEN Open Airgun
ISAS
Spring (Zapedzki) Cup
IWK
Grand Prix of Liberation
ISCH
Danish Masters
Intarso Reflex Cup (IRS)
Shooting Hopes
Suhler RFP Cup
Grand Prix of Novi Sad

Vildbejerg, DEN
Dortmund, GER
Wroclaw, POL
Berlin, GER
Pilsen, CZE
Hannover, GER
Aarhus, DEN
Ghent, BEL
Pilsen, CZE
Suhl, GER
Novi Sad, SRB

February 2020
April 2020
March 2020
April 2020
May 2020
May 2020
June 2020
June 2020
August 2020
August 2020
August 2020

Additional international ‘Grand Prix’ type events may be added to this list, subject to
agreement by the Selection Panel in advance of the competition taking place. In all cases,
a minimum of 15 competitors in relevant categories must participate in GP type events for
scores to be eligible for inclusion in the Rankings.
Additional competition enquiries should be sent to:
Rifle & Pistol – John Leighton Dyson: jgld1504@gmail.com

3.2

Domestic Selection Competitions.

Scores achieved at a number of major domestic competitions will considered as part of the
selection process. The list of competitions considered by the panel can be seen below.
GBR qualified athletes resident outside GB & NI may request alternative domestic events to
be considered in place of the below.
Scores achieved at the following domestic matches will count for selection purposes subject
to conditions following:

10m Air Rifle
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Welsh Championships
Surrey Open Meeting
Scottish Grand Prix
Geoff Partridge Memorial
British Championships
Scottish Championships
English Championships

Cardiff
Bisley
Carlisle
Alderse
Bisley
Edinburgh
Bisley

October 2019
November 2019
January 2020
January 2020
February 2020
March 2020
May 2020

Cardiff
Bisley
Bisley
Bisley
Aldersley

October 2019
November 2019
January 2020
February 2020
January 2020

10m Air Pistol
•
•
•
•
•

Welsh Championships
Surrey Open Meeting
BPC 10m Open
British Championships
Geoff Partridge Memorial
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•
•

Scottish Championships
English Championships

Edinburgh
Bisley

March 2020
April 2020

Isle of Man
Bisley
Aberdeen
Dundee
Bisley
Tondu
Aberdeen
Aberdeen

April 2020
May 2020
May 2020
May 2020
June 2020
June 2020
July 2020
August 2020

Bisley

April 2020

Bisley
Bisley
Bisley

April 2020
April 2020
June 2020

Aberdeen
Bisley

August 2020
September 2020

50m Three Positions & Prone Rifle
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easter Open
English Championships
Scottish Grand Prix (3P)
Scottish Grand Prix (Prone)
British 50m Championships
Welsh Championships
Scottish Championships
Scottish Grand Prix

50m Pistol
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BPC 50m April
English Open
Championships
ATSC Championships
BPC Championships
Scottish 50m Pistol
Championships
NSRA Pistol Meeting

In all domestic and International "Grand Prix" Selection competitions (10m, 25m
and 50m) only the first match score in an event will be considered except: -

a) Where the competition includes either a British or an ‘open’ English, Scottish
and Welsh Championship then that will be the score to be considered (whether
or not it is the first score shot in an event) at that competition.
b) Where either a 50m British or an ‘open’ English, Scottish and Welsh
Championship has both Elimination and Qualification rounds then the
Qualification stage fired will be the score considered. If an athlete fails to
progress past the Elimination round then that score shall be considered.
c) The only GP event exception is the H&N Cup in airgun events, Munich (GER)
where both competition scores will count for selection purposes and for which
the Panel selects a GBR team.
•

Scores shot at any ‘closed’, re-entry or additional competitions will not be
considered by the Panel in their deliberations.
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3.3 25m ISSF Pistol events
Due to the restrictions of firearms legislation, it is not possible to hold domestic open matches
in the 25m cartridge pistol events (25m Pistol, 25m Rapid Fire Pistol, 25m Standard Pistol
and 25m Centrefire Pistol).
For these events, the British Shooting Discipline Manager may nominate or arrange up to a
maximum of 8 matches in an event as selection matches, with no more than 1 match in an
event being shot at a competition or at a training camp. Trials matches will be notified to
likely participants in advance.
Other scores achieved subject to ISSF and ESC rules in all events may be noted by the
Selection Panel.

4.0

Selection in Mixed Pairs Events.

For the selection of athletes to mixed pairs events, the Selection Panel will make their
decisions on the basis of the following criteria for selection (in no particular order):
1) Performance in any recognised Mixed Pair competitions.
2) Mixed Pairs performance at Major Events during the previous 12 months, with
particular emphasis on pairs achieving a medal or final placing, and/or notable
performances by an individual in a Mixed Pairs event.
3) Individual performances at Major Events and British Shooting recognised domestic
and international events during the previous 12 months, with particular emphasis on
athletes achieving a medal, a final placing or MCS at international events.
4) The pairings with the best potential to win a medal in Mixed Pairs events at
forthcoming Major Events, in the view of the expert Selection Panel.
Minor Competitions in ISSF Events. If Great Britain is to enter a team in a representative
Minor competition (e.g.: The Nordic Championships), the Selection Panel will prioritise their
selection decisions on performance criteria set out in section 2.3
If Great Britain is to enter athletes in other Minor competitions, the Selection Panel will
prioritise their selection decisions on the training and development needs of the athletes
concerned. The main purpose of these Minor competitions is to prepare athletes for the
Major competitions. This decision shall entirely be within the discretion of the Selection Panel.
5.0

Selection Trials Competitions.

The Selection Panel may arrange trials competitions to be held at training camps in the UK
and/or abroad.
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6.0

Selection Timeline

Selection Cut-off and announcement dates for selection for ISSF Major Matches 2020
6.1

25m and 50m events:
Selection Cut-off date

Competition
WC New Delhi (IND) - March2020
ESC Plzen (CZE) – May 2020
WC Munich (GER) – June 2020
WC Baku (AZE) –June 2020
JWC Suhl (GER) – June 2020
ECH Juniors Osijek (CRO) – June 2020

6.2

27th April 2020

W/C 11th May 2020

4th May 2020

W/C 11th May 2020

8th June 2020

W/C 22nd June 2020

18th May 2020

W/C 01st June 2020

26th January 2020

10m events

Competition
ECH Airgun Wroclaw (POL) –
February 2020
WC New Delhi (IND) –
February 2020
ESC Plzen (CZE) – May 2020
WC Munich (GER) – June
2020
WC Baku (AZE) – June 2020
JWC Suhl (GER) – June 2020

7.0

30th March 2020

Selection
announcement date
W/C 10th February
2020
W/C 06th April 2020

Selection Date Cut-off date
12th January 2020

Selection
announcement date
W/C 20th January 2020

26th January 2020

W/C 10th February 2020

30th March 2020

W/C 06th April 2020

27th April 2020

W/C 11th May 2020

4th May 2020

W/C 11th May 2020

8th June 2020

W/C 22nd June 2020

Communication of selection decisions

Communication of selection decisions will fall in line with the timeline above. The
Performance Director/Rifle & Pistol Programme Manager/Talent Pathway Manager will
inform athletes individually of selection decisions and provide an explanation of the
selection decision.
Selected athletes are not to make any announcements to the media or general public in
any form whatsoever of their possible or confirmed selection or non--selection
prior to the official announcement by British Shooting.
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British Shooting will endeavour in all cases to give advance notice of selection as early as
possible in order to assist those athletes who are self-funded

8.0

Athlete Eligibility for Selection

In addition to the minimum consideration criteria outlined in section 2, to be eligible for
selection, athletes must:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

9.0

Hold a British Passport and be eligible under ISSF rules.
Be a member of a relevant discipline governing body either NSRA or Home Country
Be of a level of fitness and health to be able to compete competitively as determined
by BS sports science and medicine practitioners.
Have no outstanding or existing doping offences.
Sign the British Shooting GBR Team Code of Conduct
Comply with any eligibility requirements of the ISSF which may be in force from time
to time.
Hold a valid firearms licence where appropriate

Athlete Availability

Before the commencement of the international competition season British Shooting will
publish on their website Availability Forms for both Pistol and Rifle which are to be completed
and returned to British Shooting indicating which international competitions athletes wish to
be considered for. Changes can be made at any time, but it is the responsibility of each
athlete to ensure that they are submitted at least two months prior to their preferred event(s).

10.0

De-selection or removal from consideration for selection

The Selection Panel reserves the right to de-select, or to remove from consideration for
selection, any athlete, at any time (subject to any event-specific deadlines):
•

Who is medically unfit to compete as a result of injury or illness.

•

Who does not comply with British Shooting’s code of conduct for team members or
whose behaviour is otherwise disruptive or potentially damaging to British Shooting
and the team and/or undermines, in any way, the objective of winning the best set of
medals.

•

Whose performance level falls following selection to the extent that the Selection
Panel considers in its reasonable opinion that the athlete will not perform to the best
of his/her ability at the relevant event.

•

Where British Shooting does not provide full funding, an individual who fails to pay
any sum required within the agreed time frames, to be paid to attend the Event. Or,
where there is any outstanding amount owed to British Shooting from a previous
event.

•

Where logistical arrangements are being made on behalf of the athlete by British
Shooting, the athlete fails to provide timely organisational information and fails to cooperate in a manner that allows timely completion of competition arrangements.
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•

Who fails to comply with any drug-testing requirement of the Anti-Doping, or any antidoping requirements imposed by the Event organisers or others with appropriate
authority so to do, or who otherwise breaches the WADA Code or other applicable
anti-doping regulations.

•

Who has either had a Firearm Certificate revoked and not subsequently returned or,
been convicted of an offence involving Firearms, including Airguns.

•

Where a selection has been successfully appealed, the athlete originally selected will
be automatically de-selected pending the further selection process.

Where an athlete is de-selected, or removed from consideration for selection, written reasons
will be provided within 72 hours of such removal/de-selection.

11.0

Athlete replacement

A reserve athlete can be selected to replace any athlete who is removed based on the above
or for any other unforeseen reason. The reserve athlete will be selected in accordance with
the criteria set out above.

12.0

Selection Procedure amendments

British Shooting reserves the right to amend the Selection Procedure wherever appropriate
or necessary, in particular as a result of factors beyond British Shooting’s control. It is the
responsibility of athletes to acquaint themselves with the Selection Procedure applicable to
the event, and all related documents (as set out above). Changes to the Selection Procedure
will come into effect from the date where they are shown on the British Shooting website.

13.0

Anti-Doping

Those athletes selected to represent Great Britain will be required to consent to the
requirements of the British Shooting anti-doping policy, as amended from time to time, and
any other requirements that may be imposed for the event.
As a condition of selection, athletes should have attended Anti Doping education with a
recognised body.

14.0

British Shooting Code of Conduct

Once selected, both athletes and staff will be required to sign up to and adhere to the British
Shooting GBR Team Code of Conduct and any other rules and regulations which BS from
time to time may impose. This is a mandatory requirement and will need to be signed prior to
departing for a selected event.

15.0

Appeals

Athletes are entitled to appeal a decision by the Selection Panel not to select them under this
policy in accordance with the procedure set out here. The appeal process is intended to be
quick, fair and independent.
15.1
I.

Appeals Process
If an athlete wishes to appeal, he or she must notify the Chief Executive of British
Shooting that they wish to appeal as soon as possible, and in any event no later than
24hrs after the announcement of selection on the British Shooting website. A
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notification of an intention to appeal must be given in writing (an e-• mail is acceptable
this should be sent to hamish.mcinnes@britishshooting.org.uk).
II.

The athlete must, by 4pm on the second day following such notification, provide to
the Chief Executive of British Shooting a written document setting out the grounds for
the appeal (the “Grounds of Appeal”). The Grounds of Appeal must include the fullest
explanation possible, in the time available, of the basis for the athlete’s appeal,
together with any evidence that they rely on. Athletes should note that the only
available grounds of appeal are either that the Selection Policy was not followed, or
that the decision in question was unreasonable and/or not reached in a manner
consistent with the principles of natural justice and procedural fairness.

III.

If, in the reasonable view of the Chief Executive of British Shooting, the appeal may
affect other athletes (“Affected Athletes”), then he must provide the Grounds of Appeal
to any such persons as soon as possible.

IV.

The selection appeal will then as soon as possible be referred to Sport Resolutions
(UK) for determination by way of binding, confidential, arbitration. The parties agree
that they will not commence, continue or maintain any legal challenge to decisions
taken by the Selection Panel other than through the Appeals Procedure.

V.

An athlete seeking to appeal will, accordingly, be required to pay to British Shooting
a deposit of £250 towards the cost of using Sport Resolutions’ services, which should
be paid at the same time as the Grounds of Appeal are provided. This sum will be
reimbursed to the athlete in the event that the appeal is upheld.

VI.

British Shooting must, as soon as possible and by no later than by 4pm two days after
receipt of the Grounds of Appeal, serve on the appealing athlete and on any Affected
Athlete a written response to the appeal, including the fullest explanation possible, in
the time available, of the basis for that response together with any evidence that British
Shooting wishes to rely on.

VII.

Any Affected Athlete may also, as soon as possible and by no later than by 4pm two
days after receipt of the Grounds of Appeal, serve on British Shooting a written
response to the appeal, including the fullest explanation possible, in the time
available, of the basis for that response together with an evidence that they wish to
rely on. British Shooting must provide this written response to the appealing athlete
as soon as possible.

VIII.

The appeal will then proceed, on the earliest possible date by way of oral hearing in
front of a single legally qualified arbitrator appointed by Sport Resolutions. The
appealing athlete, British Shooting and any Affected Athlete are entitled to attend such
a hearing, with representatives if they so wish. Sport Resolutions will be responsible
for arranging the hearing and for notifying the appealing athlete, British Shooting and
any Affected Athlete of the time, date and location of the hearing. Alternatively, if the
athlete, British Shooting and any Affected Athlete agree, the appeal will be determined
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on the papers by the arbitrator. The arbitrator may set any directions in connection
with such a hearing or written determination as they consider fair and appropriate, and
may likewise determine how any such hearing is to be conducted in order for that
hearing to be fair.
IX.

The arbitrator will endeavour to render a decision in respect of the appeal as soon as
possible. In the interests of expediency, the arbitrator may initially render a brief
summary of the decision orally at the conclusion of the hearing, or in writing after the
hearing, with full reasons to follow. Sport Resolutions (UK) will be responsible for
notifying all participants of the decision.

X.

The arbitrator may either dismiss the appeal or uphold the appeal and remit the
selection decision back to the Selection Panel, with any guidance, which the arbitrator
may consider appropriate. The arbitrator will not have jurisdiction to select or de-• select
any athlete.

XI.

The arbitrator’s decision will be final: if an athlete’s appeal is dismissed, he or she will
have no further right of appeal. Equally an Affected Athlete shall have no right to appeal
the decision of the arbitrator.

XII.

Save as may otherwise be agreed between them, all participants to the appeal
process are required to keep the fact and contents of the appeal process confidential.
Any information disclosed t o athletes regarding selection, non-• selection or through
the appeals process is required to be confidential and should not be shared publicly.
Athletes will be required to sign a non-disclosure form.

XIII.

Save as provided for above, all parties to an appeal shall bear their own costs.

Support for athletes involved in an appeals process can be found at:
British Athletes Commission: admin@britishathletes.org
British Shooting: alex.ballard@britishshooting.org.uk
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